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Finalizing the Maps 
In the days following the summit, discussion leaders from the eight small work groups each reviewed the completed maps on which they 
had led a discussion. Map notes (or the maps themselves) were reorganized and consolidated to provide a clear and accurate depiction 
of each group’s discussion and their thoughts for the future.

The efforts put forth by the summit participants and small-group leaders established the foundation for the next groundbreaking 
step in this process: to analyze the actual content of the 25 concept maps. The following section discusses Step Three—Analysis and 
priorities: Developing a modern, effective regulatory framework. 

Regulation 2030: Concept Maps 
Using Visio software, the 25 completed concept maps were transcribed into a digital format. The software permitted map notes to be 
moved around to better cluster ideas and visualize connections. Once maps had been reformatted in this manner, the small-group leaders 
were asked to identify higher-order themes by drawing a green box around clusters of notes. The higher-order theme that best captured 
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CONCEPT MAP 1

Governance > Nature Of Regulator > Performance-Managed Bodies With Independent Oversight 

This concept map explores the nature of the regulator theme in relation to governance and its emergent trend, performance-managed 
bodies with independent oversight. 

Governance Concept Maps
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CONCEPT MAP 4 

Governance > Accountability > Mixed Models of Accountability

This concept map explores the accountability theme in relation to governance and its emergent trend, mixed models of 
accountability.
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CONCEPT MAP 6 

Purpose and Processes > Process of Regulation > Evidence-Based Processes
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CONCEPT MAP 7 

Purpose and Processes > Protecting the Public > Complex and Dynamic System of Coordinated Players 

This concept map explores protecting the public theme in relation to purpose and processes and its emergent trend, complex and dy-
namic system of coordinated players.
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CONCEPT MAP 8

Purpose and Processes > Organizational Drive > Leaders and Scholars Focused on Contemporary Solutions

This concept map explores the organizational drive theme in relation to purposes and processes and its emergent trend, leaders and 
scholars focused on contemporary solutions. 
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CONCEPT MAP 12 

Workforce > Nature of the Workforce > Multigenerational Careers

This concept map explores the nature of the workforce in relation to the workforce category and its emergent trend, multigenerational 
careers. 

Workforce Concept Maps marketing
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CONCEPT MAP 14 

Education > Setting Standards > Higher Level Competencies Relating to Judgment and Decision Making 

This concept map explores the setting standards theme in relation to education and its emergent trend, higher level-competencies re-
lating to judgment and decision making. 

Education Concept Maps
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CONCEPT MAP 17 

Education >Learning > Continuing and Maintaining Competence

This concept map explores the learning theme in relation to education and its emergent trend, continuing and maintaining 
competence.
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CONCEPT MAP 18

Education >Pedagogy > Adult Learning and Blended Simulation, Gaming, and Practice

This concept map explores the pedagogy theme in relation to education and its emergent trends, adult learning and blended simula-
tion, gaming, and practice.
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CONCEPT MAP 19

Fitness for Practice > Fit Person >Ongoing Process with Criminal Background Checks and Rapback

This concept map explores the fit person theme in relation to Fitness for practice and its emergent trend, Ongoing process with crimi-
nal background checks (CBCs) and rapback. 
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CONCEPT MAP 21

Fitness for Practice > Conduct Sanctions > Risk-Based Response and Wider Range of Sanctions

This concept map explores the conduct sanctions theme in relation to fitness for practice and its emergent trend, risk-based response 
and wider range of sanctions. 
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CONCEPT MAP 24

Technology and Information > Data Access > Real-Time Updates and Multiplatform Access

This concept map explores the data access theme in relation to technology and information and its emergent trend, real-time updates, 
and multiplatform access.
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CONCEPT MAP 25

Technology and Information > Relicensure > Smart Phone Completion Platforms With Digital Payment

This concept map explores the relicensure theme in relation to technology and information and its emergent trend, smart phone com-
pletion with digital payment.
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